PRESS RELEASE

Feenics Inc. Announces Their Keep by Feenics™ Integration to Hanwha
Techwin’s Wisenet Wave IP Video Management System
Newest integration to their flagship, enterprise-class Access Control as a Service Platform
provides enhanced video verification capabilities for alarm activity and people verification for
joint end users.
Ottawa, Can. – March 11, 2021 — Feenics, an Ottawa based provider of forward-thinking Access Control as a
Service (ACaaS) solutions, today announced a new integration with Hanwha Techwin’s Wisenet Wave IP Video
Management System as part of its Keep by Feenics™ cloud-hosted access control platform.
The Wave Wisenet and Keep by Feenics integration provides a unified monitoring experience for system
operators and includes the ability to view live video, review archived video related to alarm activity, and
export recorded video clips, all from within the Keep Windows App.
“The Wisenet Wave video platform from Hanwha is a great addition to the Keep ecosystem,” explained Paul
DiPeso, Executive Vice President at Feenics, “their forward leaning approach to IP Video gives our customers
exciting new options for integrated cloud-based video solutions.”
Additional capabilities available with the integration include the ability to utilize camera PTZ controls from
within Keep as well as the ability to capture individual image snapshots of a current frame from both the live
video feed and from the recorded video feed.
“The user experience is quite seamless,” DiPeso continued “as an example, Wave cameras can be
automatically loaded into Keep and then be assigned to specific hardware devices for fast video recall when
alarm activity occurs. Camera icons can even be placed on our graphical maps so that video can be accessed
from there as well.”
“Hanwha Techwin’s Wisenet WAVE VMS Integration with Keep by Feenics meets the everyday needs of end
users, system integrators and technology partners,” says Tom Cook, Executive Vice President of Sales, North
America, Hanwha Techwin America. “Our partnership with Feenics allows us to meet the market demand of
integrated systems of two great companies working together.”
Feenics continues to fortify its position as an ACaaS market leader. They are a Mercury Platinum level
partner, International Organization for Standardization ISO 9001:2015 company, and certified as a
FICAM & FIPS-201-2 compliant solution. Feenics was recently awarded a 2020 CyberSecured Award from
Security Today in the Access Control category. In addition, the company ranked No. 231 on the Globe &
Mail Report on Business 2020 Top 400 List of fastest growing Canadian companies.
About Feenics
Feenics is paving the way for the future of physical security with innovative cloud-based access control
solutions. Feenics is the maker of Keep, a cloud-hosted platform that provides extreme scalability,
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unprecedented flexibility and advanced security in ACaaS applications. It integrates native visitor
management and a RESTful API that allows simple integration of complementary systems and open
hardware devices, resulting in a lower total cost of ownership. Keep by Feenics is hosted by Amazon
Web Services. Leveraging Authentic Mercury Security open field hardware, Feenics works with industry
leading video, intrusion and wireless lock manufacturers, delivering robust solutions through its valueadded reseller partners around the world. For more information, visit feenics.com.
About Hanwha Techwin
Hanwha Techwin is a leading global supplier of video surveillance products and solutions. Combining world-class
innovation with leading edge technology, Hanwha Techwin is a trusted brand by Fortune 500 companies across
a variety of markets including retail, banking, education, healthcare and government. All video surveillance
products are manufactured in Korea and Vietnam ensuring the strictest quality control, cybersecurity and
product reliability. Hanwha Techwin is committed to full NDAA compliance and is focused on being a zero-risk
company through rigorous environmental and safety initiatives. Visit www.HanwhaSecurity.com.
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